
ters ; that he had an uncommon share of energy and perseverance, and what
might, perhaps, be termed a happy audacity, which bore him successfully
through many trying cases, from which men of less nerve would have
shrunk. He did not profess an extensive acquaintance with surgery ; and
yet in some surgical operations, particularly that for hernia, he was emi-
nently successful. But, in all the ordinary range of a family physician's
duties, he was skilful, it is believed, beyond the common standard ; and
in one peculiarly delicate and difficult department, he had an expertness
unrivalled in this region, probably unsurpassed in the Commonwealth.
While he thus rendered large service to humanity, directly as a prac-

titioner, he did something in a more general way for the cause of medi-
cal science. He contributed some valuable papers to the New England
Medical Journal. And there is reason to believe that it was he who first
suggested the idea of organizing the Massachusetts Medical Society on
its present basis, though Dr. Treadwell was the principal conspicuous
agent in effecting the object.

"VICIOUS ADVERTISEMENTS."

[The following, from an article in the London Lancet, relates to a nui-
sance which exists in this country as well as in England. We shall watch
with interest the success of the plan here proposed for the amelioration
of the evil.]
We rejoice to see that a Society has at length been formed called the

" Union for the Discouragement of Vicious Advertisements," whose opera-
tions are directed against that filthy form of quackery and swindling we
were the first to denounce and expose. Much good must result from
the direction of the lay public to this form of moral contamination. The
address of the new Society, which lies before us, shows that its origina-
tors are perfectly conversant with the tricks of the fellows they design
to unmask. Of the malady which rages throughout the vile brood of
obscene publications, the prospectus of the " Union " is perfectly right
in stating—" That the actual existence of this infirmity (impotence) is
most rare ; medical men scarcely ever meet with it, and when they do,
it has not its origin in youthful errors, as insinuated, but they state that
patients whose minds are unhinged by the horrible idea of being thus
afflicted, come before them daily. This idea is wholly due to the per-
nicious familiarity of their minds with the titles of infamous books.
The prospectus of the " Union " contains a calculation of the amount

expended in advertising three of these obscenities in " sealed envelopes."
Taking only three of the books, it is computed that—
3 advertisements in 9 daily papers cost at least £3780 per annum.
Ditto in 20 weekly do. 1400 "

Ditto in 220 provincial weeklies, 15400 "

£20,080 !
We learn from the same source that the country newspaper proprietors
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allow the vagabond class alluded to " to enter into contracts for the
insertion of their notices ;" and we regret to find, that out of all the
provincial papers, not more than twenty at most exclude their adver-
tisements. We can only say that, in our opinion, the keeping of infa-
mous houses is quite as respectable a mode of subsistence as that of
living by the produce of these infamous advertisements.
But the cost of advertisements is only one of the items of expense in-

curred by these odious " firms." Rents, printing, book-binding, postage,
agencies, &,c, must make up an equally large sum. In our remoter
colonies, Calcutta and Sydney, these moral pestilences are found in full
vigor. The incomes must be immense to support such expenses, which
not only admit of such constant and gigantic outlay, but of large accu-
mulations of wealth. Not long since, a member of one of the vile firms
turned up as one of the largest proprietors in a great railway. Every
day, during the London season, three or four gaudy carriages in the
style of blue bodies and yellow wheels, and with horses, coachmen and
footmen to match, may be seen flaring in the ring in Hyde-park, con-
taining the wives or women of these wretches, and sometimes the
quacks themselves, hook-nosed, black-locked, and over-done in jewellery
and dress of the most extravagant fashion. These quacks and their
progeny are capered along more noisily than my lord duke or marquis.But it is not only in the drive that these harpies and the aristocrats are
seen together ; we have lately ascertained that some of the most noto-
rious hells in St. James's are presided over by these fellows, who follow
the business of " balms " and " elixirs " by day, and dice by night.
The circular of the " Union " sets forth a fact relating to the

habits of these vermin with which we were well acquainted, but which
it may not be out of place to repeat :—
" Some may, suppose that a large concourse of patients are attracted

to their houses, whose payments might compensate for losses in ad-
vertising. Such, however, is not the case. Their doors have been
watched. Few go in or out. There is none of that crowd which is a

morning nuisance to the neighbors of a successful medical man ; but the
postman delivers, almost hourly, large packets of letters, containing some,
perhaps, money, but most, apparently, the postage-stamps, which, the
advertisements inform us, may be sent to pay for the books."
We are told in the advertisements, that " Manhood " is being translated

into five " languages," so that its authors are not content with the field
afforded by the mother-country and her forty colonies, but must needs
endeavor to indoctrinate other countries with their abominations.
There is, then, ample scope and verge for the new society, which, if

it but abate this evil, will do society as great a service as that rendered
by a Howard or a Wilberforco. The following quotation will show the
plan proposed by the Society at the present time, but no doubt it is
intended to extend its operations to more positive measures. After ex-
horting every reader of a newspaper inserting these advertisements to
address a protest to the editor, and dwelling upon the force of public opi-
nion, the circular proceeds :—
" By simply sending your name to be enrolled in the Union now
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lorming for the Discouragement of Vicious Advertisements, you will,
with no expenditure of money beyond a postage-stamp, and little more
than a stroke of your pen, assist materially with your influence and
sympathy a good cause. You pledge yourselves to no test by so doing ;
you simply give encouragement to those who are laboring with this ob-
ject, by declaring your intention to check a great moral evil, and re-
move from England this foul blot. The expression of your wish will
work its own accomplishment."
The letters are to be addressed to " J. Harrison, New Inn, Strand,

Hon. Secretary to the Union for the Discouragement of Vicious Adver-
tisements." If such a Society really exist, and is prepared to proceed
in the good work impressed upon its name and title, we can promise it
the hearty and energetic co-operation of the profession.

THE BOSTON MEDICAL AND SURGICAL JOURNAL.

BOSTON. APRIL 2, 1851.

Planetary and Celestial Influence in producing Epidemics.—In the New
York Mirror we find quite a long letter from Dr. Rowran, to Prof. J. M.
Smith, on the subject of planetary and celestial influences in the produc-
tion of epidemics. How far Dr. Bowran may be correct in his theories,
we are not able to decide, but would recommend his letter to all those
who may feel the least interest in the matter. The following paragraphs
we clip from it, as containing a fair sample of the author's views. He says,
" Every function of the living body is simply a chemical operation, the

effect of magnetic polarity. Digestion is altogether a chemical process, by
which the aliment taken into the stomach is broken down, and a new for-
mative arrangement or a separation of the nutritious matter is eflected.
Respiration of atmospheric air by the lungs, is only a chemical phenome-
non, by which oxygen is introduced into the circulatory system of the
arteries and veins, and thus becomes commingled with every atom of the
animal body. The circulation of the blood through the heart and arteries,
is eflected entirely by magnetic polarity. The planetary bodies of our sys-
tem are not more certainly carried around the sun in their revolving course
by the power of magnetic gravitation, than the blood of the human systemis moved in its tidal, wavy circuit around the body, by the same attractive
influence. Indeed, every function of the body is simply a chemical phe-
nomenon, altogether dependent upon the power of magnetism for its per-
formance.
" The powerful effect of celestial influences upon organic life and dis-

ease, may be shown by the ever changing forms and degrees of intensity
manifested by the same complaints at different periods. We will take for
illustration, scarlatina. Every one in the least conversant with this form
of disease, is aware that at one lime it will assume the mildest aspect, and
pass through its development in the human system with scarcely any de-
rangement of the functions of life. At other times the contagions poison
will almost immediately strike down its victims with sudden and inevitable-
death. The same facts are witnessed with regard to the contagious typhus,
smallpox, and other contagious complaints. It must be apparent to every The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal as published by 
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